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As the title indicates, this book is concerned mainly with 
the investigations of the French analysts E. Bore1 (1871-1956), 
R. Baire (1874-1932), and H. Lebesgue (1875-1941) (and, to a 
lesser degree, M. Fr&het, A. Denjoy, and others), from the pub- 
lication in 1895 of Borel's first works to 1915, when their ac- 
tivities were interrupted by the First World War (pp. 3-4). 
During this period the classical analysis of the 19th century 
was transformed, through the catalytic agency of set theory, into 
the modern theory of functions of a real variable. (Ironically, 
two of the principals--Bore1 and Baire, despite the fact that 
their investigations insured the place of set-theoretical ideas 
in the mainstream of 20th-century mathematics--were later to 
advocate the banishment from mathematics of such set-theoretical 
concepts and methods as the transfinite numbers of the second 
number class, uncountable processes, the axiom of Zermelo, etc.) 
An outline of the book follows, in which the topics listed 
within each chapter correspond closely with the section headings. 
Chapter 1. Conditions giving rise to the French school of 
the theory of functions and sets (pp. 6-27). A brief survey of 
French mathematics in the 19th century; the early development 
of the theory of functions; the Polytechnic and Normal Schools 
in the 19th century; the theory of functions in France up to 
1895; the propagation of set- and function-theoretical ideas 
in France. 
Chapter 2. The origins and growth of the French school 
(pp. 28-86). The earliest results obtained by Borel, Baire, 
and Lebesgue; work of other French mathematicians in the theory 
of functions; university lectures on the theory of functions; 
B-sets and B-functions; differentiation and integration: trig- 
onometric series; other related questions. 
Chapter 3. Some questions on the foundations of mathematics 
(pp. 87-141). Borel, Baire, and Lebesgue, and the transfinite 
numbers; the function concept; the polemics over Zermelo's axiom; 
nonpredicative definitions; responses to the paradoxes of set 
theory; the relationship between the philosophical and general 
aims of Borel, Baire, and Lebesgue, and their concrete mathe- 
matical results. 
Chapter 4. The historical place of the French school (pp. 
142-189) . The theory of functions in Italy, England, Russia, 
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and other countries; the influence of the theory of functions on 
other mathematical disciplines. 
Supplements (pp. 190-212). Biographical information for 
Borel, Baire, Lebesgue, Fr&het, Jordan, Darboux, J. Tannery, 
Poincarg, and Fatou. 
References. Two hundred ninety-nine entries. 
The period from 1867 (when Riemann's "Ueber die Darstell- 
barkeit einer Funktion durch eine trigonometrische Reihe" was 
published) to 1895 is considered by Medvedev to be the first of 
three major periods in the history of the theory of functions of 
a real variable. Although the French had dominated mathematics 
in the first half of the 19th century, their general lack of 
enthusiasm for set-theoretical ideas was partly responsible for 
their diminished participation in the further development of 
function theory during the 1867-1895 period, which was dominated 
mainly by investigations carried out in Germany and Italy. 
Medvedev's description of investigations by Italian mathematic- 
ians in the last quarter of the 19th century (Chapter 4) reveals 
the antecedents for work later carried out by French mathema- 
ticians. (However, this brief but valuable survey would have 
been better placed-at the beginning of the book, before the 
description of the French works they influenced.) 
The Italian influence was acknowledged by Baire, who dedi- 
cated his dissertation (1905) to Dini and Volterra (pp. 150-151). 
Baire's theorem, characterizing the functions of the first Baire 
class (this class contains the noncontinuous limits of sequences 
of continuous functions), is described by Medvedev as the comple- 
tion of the "study of limits, simple or repeated, of sequences 
of continuous functions. Dini, in 1878, found conditions for 
the continuity at a point of the limit of such a sequence; Arzela, 
in 1884, established conditions for a segment" (p. 37). Another 
example--Ascoli's investigations of the conditions which must be 
placed on a function represented by a trigonometric series so 
that the series becomes a Fourier series--is characterized as 
the "first step (1873) on the path toward the well-known theorem 
of du Bois-Reymond" (p. 145) [l]. Ascoli and Peano were the 
first to define the Riemann integral of a function as the common 
value of its upper and lower integrals, thus freeing the defin- 
ition of the integral from limiting arguments (pp. 145, 149) [2]. 
Peano created a theory of measure (equivalent to Jordan's) for 
the Riemann integral; introduced the frequently cited example of 
a space-filling curve: and, in 1890, almost 15 years before the 
publication of the "Cinq lettres sur la theorie des ensembles" 
131, considered the validity of using the axiom of choice (pp. 
148-149). Volterra, independently of Smith, constructed a per- 
fect, nowhere dense set having positive measure, introduced the 
concept of a functional (1887), and published his example (1881) 
of a funtion whose (everywhere) finite-valued derivative is not 
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Riemann integrable. Since Volterra's function is not of bounded 
variation, its finite derivative is not even Lebesgue integrable. 
This example is frequently cited as a stimulus to extend Lebesgue's 
integral [4]. 
Other examples of topics discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 (which 
constitute the heart of the book) are the following: We learn 
that although Bore1 valued Cantor's work (p. 91) and recognized 
that the theory of sets was needed for many of the fundamental 
results in the theory of functions, he attempted, in 1898, to 
replace Cantor's transfinite ordinals with a system derived from 
du Bois-Reymond's theorem on the growth of functions (pp. 90-94) 
[51- Also discussed are the efforts of Borel, Baire, and Lebesgue 
to restrict the function concept: each recognized that the most 
general function concept was in fact too general to serve in the 
study of mathematical objects (pp. 96-104, esp. p. 98). Borel, 
at one point, demanded that a countable set of properties be 
required to define a function; Baire insisted that mathematicians 
consider only functions obtained as analytic expressions of 
"simple" ones (for example, polynomials, continuous functions, 
etc.); Lebesgue required a function to be logically determined 
by a characteristic property. All three returned repeatedly to 
the function question to give further details or, sometimes, to 
retreat from previously held views. 
Despite the broad range of topics found in Chapters 2 and 3, 
much has been omitted, doubtless to keep the book to its present 
length. For example, only the briefest outlines of the principal 
integral extensions are given, and the set-theoretical background 
is largely omitted. For these topics, the reader is referred to 
the author's earlier books [Medvedev 1965, 19741 and to books 
by Hawkins [1970] and Pesin [1966/1970]. 
In another effort to limit the number of pages, Medvedev has 
omitted from the references many of the works of Italian, English, 
and Russian mathematicians which are mentioned in Chapter 4. Ad- 
mittedly, their inclusion would have required the addition of a 
large number of entries; however, I believe that it would have 
greatly enhanced the usefulness of the book. At the very least, 
the author could have directed the reader to supplementary bib- 
liographies. 
Far more serious and, I believe, an unnecessary impediment to 
readability is the frequent absence of definitions, clear and 
complete statements of theorems, and full descriptions of ex- 
amples and counterexamples which are repeatedly cited. Volterra's 
example [4], so often cited in connection with the primitive 
concept of the integral, is not given; nor is the theorem of du 
Bois-Reymond [l], the theorem of Ascoli and Arzela on equicon- 
tinuous families of functions, Baire's theorem which characterizes 
the functions of the first Baire class as pointwise discontinuous 
(ponctuellement discontinu6) on every perfect set, and others. 
All of these are central to the discussion, but are either stated 
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incompletely or not at all. Expressions like "density of a set 
at a point," "non-predicative definition," "pointwise discontin- 
UOUS,~ etc., are not defined. A short appendix would have made 
the book more accessible to many. 
Despite these flaws, the book should be of considerable value 
to anyone interested in the history of the theory of functions. 
NOTES 
1. A trigonometric series converging to a bounded function 
is a Fourier series. 
2. Peano's definition, however, required that the supremum 
and infinum of two uncountable sets be taken. This uncountable 
process was as objectionable to some (for example, Borel) as the 
one it replaced. 
3. The letters were from Handamard to Borel, Baire to 
Hadamard, Lebesgue to Borel, Hadamard to Borel, and Bore1 to 
Hadamard. They may be found in [Bore1 19141 and are discussed 
in [Monna 19721. 
4. Volterra's function is the derivative of the function 
F(x) = x2 sin(l/x) if O<x<l; F(0) = 0. 
In 1912 A. Denjoy solved the "problem of the primitive" by 
constructing an integral extension in which every finite-valued 
derivative is integrable. 
5. Given a sequence of increasing, continuous functions, 
there is a continuous function whose order of growth exceeds 
that of each member of the sequence. 
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